
Me Judge?? 

The "OJ":  How do I start judging in NCRS???  This position is that of an OJ. The OJ, or "Observer Judge", 

is assigned to a Judging team but doesn't have the responsibility of Judging ANYTHING. The OJ gets to 

simply monitor the entire judging process. The best part of being on OJ is being a "fly on the wall" who 

gets to listen to the judges discuss items, reconcile issues, determine outcomes, possibly make notes on 

judging sheets and points. Judges want OJ's to just observe or keep the judging manual in synch with the 

judging process in case questions arise and the manual needs to be referenced. Advanced OJ's may be 

directed by Judges to make notes on the Judging sheets going to the owner. These are judges’ decisions 

but a great judge will make being an OJ very educational. An OJ receives points too. It is recommended 

someone OJ on a Corvette year the OJ's owns, buying or is restoring. I have learned so much from OJ’ing 

on my year of Corvette. You will be an expert in no time!  I have been an OJ in my local chapter as well 

as Nationals and Regionals.  I learn something new with every meet.  It is helping me immensely in the 

restoration of my 1970. 

 

An OJ may be moved from one judge to another at the judging event to get exposure to different 

aspects of the car. Judges direct the OJ's to keep the process moving along smoothly but it sure helps 

the OJ learn when a judge has time to teach the OJ a thing or two here and there. OJ's cannot award 

points to great judges yet but being saddled up to a great, teaching judge will greatly aid an OJ's 

development.  



If a seller is telling you it is “numbers matching” – do you know what they mean? Join NCRS and learn all 

the information to make a wise decision.  If you already own a Vette – Don’t re-invent the wheel!  NCRS 

has been gathering and collecting information on almost any situation or scenario you might encounter 

with your Vette! People are always willing to help.  Join today! 

WWW.NCRS.ORG 

 

 

http://www.ncrs.org/

